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Purpose & Scope
There are several Awarding Organisation (AO) and End Point Assessment Organisation (EPAO) fees to be
paid as part of Adult Skills Budget, Apprenticeship, Traineeships and Study programme course.
This policy describes payment of fees procedures and resit and refund policies.

Lines of Responsibility
The Head of Quality & Curriculum is responsible for communicating fees changes inline with EPAO and AO
communication.

Examination and Qualifications exempt from payment
Under the ESFA Funding rules guidance of 2020/2021 & 2021 /2022 the following are paid for by Key
Training and the cost is not passed on to employer or learner:
•

All AEB short Course registration and certification

•

Functional Skills registration and certification costs for Traineeship and Apprentices

•

All Functional Skills resit costs

•

NVQ and Technical Certificate registration and certification as a mandatory part of a Framework or
Standard

•

REC Examination Fees for registration and Certification as part of a Framework or Standard

•

Registration fee for an End Point Assessment event
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Registration for Examination, Qualifications and
Certification not exempt from payment
Key Training will pass on the charge for the following:
•

NVQ, Technical Certificate and examination registration and Certification, external to a Framework
or standard (i.e., not a mandatory part of the apprenticeship programme)

•

Resitting an examination, in accordance with Apprenticeship Contract

•

Commercial awards – registration and certification

•

Replacement certificates

End Point Assessment (EPA)
All new Apprentices commencing Standard Apprenticeship Programmes, will be subject to an End Point
Assessment (EPA) undertaken by an Independent End Point Assessment Organisation (EPAO).
There will be several EPAOs offering to assess standards. These can be found on the Institute for
Apprenticeship and Technical Education website. Click Here
As an Apprentice reaches the gateway period (preparation time for the End Point Assessment) employers
must agree with their Apprentice and Key Training that the Apprentice is ready to undertake the EPA.
This agreement will be signed and sent to the relevant End Point Assessment Organisation prior to the
EPA being booked. This Agreement is contractually required for EPA to take place.
The EPA will take several forms – each standard is different. This may be a presentation, an interview,
showcase of a portfolio of evidence, multiple-choice test, work-based project, or panel interview – or a
combination of these. This is described in the new Standards Assessment Plan for each standard. Click
Here
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Key Training will pay the EPAO on behalf of the employer and confirm the arrangements for the End Point
Assessment. The EPAO is solely responsible for the judgements made within the EPA. A copy of this
invoice can be requested by the employer.

If the Apprentice leaves their programme prior to End
Point Assessment
If the Apprentice leaves their programme prior to End Point Assessment and funds have been paid, Key
Training will endeavour to ensure that refunds are made. This will be processed in accordance with the
EPAO refund policy. Key Training will not register the Apprentice until the EPA is required so that refunds
should not be needed.
The Apprentice will be supported by both their employer and Key Training to prepare them for the EPA.
The Apprentice should not be submitted for EPA unless the Employer and Apprentice feel confident and
competent in all aspects of the EPA. Each method of EPA is different and will have varying demands upon
the Apprentice – but it is important that they feel fully ready to succeed in the EPA.

Failing and Re-Sitting End Point Assessment
If the Apprentice fails – some or all the elements of the EPA, they will be given opportunity to re-sit the
EPA, this cost will be met by the employer and payment must be made prior to the EPA being retaken. Resit of EPA will not be booked until all preparations have been made but there will be a 4-month maximum
timeline, or in accordance with EPAO policy.
Payment for the EPA will be requested from the employer in line with the requirements of the Apprentice
End Point Assessment Organisation – each will have its own requirements for payment. The cost of EPA is
set by the EPAO, and Key Training will pass on this direct cost – it is the employer’s responsibility to meet
this from their Levy Funds or incentive payments. Key Training will raise an invoice to the employer as
soon as payment is required.
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Key Training will make the employer fully aware of when and how much to pay the EPAO so that the
appropriate EPA can be booked. See EPA costs in Annex 1.
Key Training will work with the EPA to determine what areas of weakness were identified in the EPA to
ensure that the re-sit is prepared for and that the Apprentice will be successful upon taking a further EPA.
If the second attempt at EPA results in a fail, then the Employer and Key Training will need to have a
meeting and agree a plan of action for the Apprentice. This may involve an appeal to the EPAO or further
quality assurance discussion. It is not expected that a third EPA will take place. If the Employer wishes to
make an appeal on the result of an EPA decision this will be at their own cost. Appeals policies are
available on each EPAO websites.

Process for Raising Invoice to employer or Customer
Commercial Fee
The person responsible for the sale will follow the booking process, resourcing will raise invoice request
and send to Key Accounts Department. Payment will be required within 30 days

Resit of End Point Assessment
If an element of the End Point Assessment is failed, the Learning Coach will gain agreement with the
Employer and Apprentice that the element of the End Point Assessment will be retaken.
Once this has been agreed, the Learning Coach will inform EPA@keytraining.co.uk. Key Training do not
want to disadvantage the Apprentice in any way, so a suitable resit timetable will be agreed. Key Training
will request the resit from the EPAO on the Employer’s behalf and an invoice request will be sent to
Accounts by Key Training’s EPA Officers. The details held on the CRM must show the contact, the name
and job title of the person to whom the invoice is to be sent.
If this information is missing – the responsible Recruitment Manager will provide this information and add to
the CRM for the invoice request to be completed.
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Payment from the employer will be within 30 days of invoice.

Annex 1 – EPA & Resit Cost January 2021 excluding VAT
SkillsFirst

Business Administrator
£695
Knowledge test with Proctoring
Portfolio-based Interview
Project Presentation
£40
£145
£135
Customer Service Practitioner
£450
Apprentice Showcase
Practical Observation
Professional Discussion
£125
£115
£75
Customer Service Specialist
£530
Observation
Remote project Interview
Professional Discussion
£150
£140
£140
Team Leader Supervisor AP 02
£600
Knowledge Test
Competency Based Interview
Professional Discussion
£40
£150
£150
Team Leader Supervisor AP 03
£600
Project with Q&A
Professional Discussion with Portfolio
£150
£150
Operations / Departmental Manager AP 03
£1050
Knowledge Test with
Competency Based
Professional Discussion
Project Presentation
proctoring
Interview
£40
£175
£125
£125
£1050
Operations / Departmental Manager AP 04
Project with Q&A
Professional Discussion with Portfolio
£175
£150
Recruitment Resourcer
£695
Project Assignment
Professional Discussion
£125
£150
Recruitment Consultant
£695
Project Assignment
Professional Discussion
£150
£175
TQUK
Learning & Development Practitioner
Work Based Project & Discussion
£100
HR Support
Consultative Project
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£900
Learning Journal Presentation
£100
£900
Remote Professional Discussion
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£150

£50

BCS
Information Communication Technician
Project Report & Questioning
£420
Data Analyst L4
Project Report & Questioning
£420
Data Technician L3
Scenario Demonstration & Questioning
£300
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£1350
Professional Discussion with Portfolio
£750
£1450
Professional Discussion with Portfolio
£750
£1550
Professional Discussion with Portfolio
£750
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THE KEY TO SUCCESS
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